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Bonus of 600 Wallpapers & 300 Ringtones. 45 Days and 120 Percent Satisfaction Guaranteed! (Yes, it is

Forty Five DAYS and One Hundred and Twenty Percent Satisfaction Guaranteed. You read that right.)

Buy with absolute confidence! We guarantee you 120 percent that our solution will jailbreak and unlock

your iPhone/ iPod or your money back! Attention iPhone Users! Jailbreak and Unlock Your iPhone Now

AND DO ANYTHING YOU WANT! GUARANTEED TO JAILBREAK & UNLOCK: - iPhone 3GS (3.1.2,

3.1, 3.0.1, 3.0 or older firmwares) - iPhone 3G (3.1.2, 3.1, 3.0.1, 3.0 or older firmwares) - iPhone 2G

(3.1.2, 3.1, 3.0.1, 3.0 or older firmwares) And, GUARANTEED TO JAILBREAK: - iPod 2G & 1G (3.0.1 &

3.0 firmwares) - Discover How You Can Jailbreak & Unlock the Full Potential of ANY iPhone Version!

(Including the latest firmware 3.1.2.) Read on to find how you can do ANYTHING you want with your

iPhone! Apple Should Have Left All iPhones & iPods Jailbroken & Unlocked in the First Place! - You Can

Jailbreak & Unlock ANY iPhone Version (including the latest firmware 3.1.2.) Or I Will Pay You The

Purchase Price PROMISE!! 120 Percent Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back! - In Next Few

Minutes, You will Learn How To Jailbreak & Unlock Your iPhone So You Can Enjoy It Completely Without

Loosing Any Of Its Features! Dear iPhone Owner, I know the fact that you are limited to use the

applications sold on iTunes is frustrating, and you simply cannot access or use any other application Your

iPhone has no freedom, just like being locked and jailed in a cold prison! It cant do things that you want it

to. Your heart is screaming to try out other cool iPhone apps, play the games you love on your iPhone

and do much more with it But you have not been able to do anything about it until now On that note How

would you react if I tell you that today you can do something about it! Yes today you can finally feel free,

cheerful, & high-tech and enjoy a totally open iPhone. Now You Can Fully Enjoy Your iPhone With I GOT

FREEDOM! Yes you read that right. Its all thanks to my product, I GOT FREEDOM!, that will enable you

to jailbreak and unlock any version of iPhone yourself! Apple has made the latest firmware 3.1.2 more

difficult to jailbreak though But my software can even jailbreak and unlock this latest firmware. I am proud

to announce that it is new though it has already been downloaded by over hundreds of customers to date
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and the number is increasing with every minute. And now I GOT FREEDOM! is available for you to start

using and benefiting from, right away! - This is Great Stuff...: Hi, this is great stuff it didnt take me long to

jailbreak and unlock my phone! It was smooth and easy. Thanks! Highly recommended. Ethan Lee,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada Jailbreak & Unlock Your iPhone Now Here is What My iPhone Unlocking

Software I GOT FREEDOM! Can Do For You - Jailbreak and unlock any iPhone firmware including 3.1.2,

3.1, 3.0.1, etc. - jailbreak and unlock iPhone 3GS, 3G & 2G. - jailbreak iPod Touch 2G & 1G. Unlike other

software, I GOT FREEDOM! even works on the latest iPhone firmware 3.1.2. - the latest firmware that

Apple made it tough to jailbreak or unlock! Very quick and easy to use. It takes just 10 to 15 minutes to

install. Fully compatible with all operating systems including Windows and Mac. You can choose the

version for your specific operating system from the download page upon purchase. No worries if you have

purchased your iPhone from some other country in the world. I GOT FREEDOM! will work for you too.

Gives you the freedom to unlock as many iPhones as you like. Just Look At Some Of The Benefits You

Can Enjoy With I GOT FREEDOM! Aside from the fact that you can jailbreak and unlock your iPhone

yourself, here are some other benefits of using I GOT FREEDOM!: Enjoy ANY Application on Your

iPhone Currently, you are limited to buying the apps from Apple iTunes store (App Store) but when you

buy I GOT FREEDOM!, you will be able to download any iPhone application, game, software, etc that you

want from any company or from any website from the tens of thousands of apps and hundreds of

websites available. I know it is what you were waiting for since long Switch to Provider of Your Choice

Currently in USA all iPhones are locked to AT&T, and in all other countries, the iPhones are locked to a

specific phone company. Apple does this by adding a code in the iPhone software. The unlock feature of

my software will unlock it for you. And you will be able to switch your phone company to any phone

company you want or prefer. It will allow you to save on call charges and sms rates. Increased Resell

Value Once you unlock your iPhone with I GOT FREEDOM!, its resell value will increase. Reason?

Simple everyone wants to go with the cellular company of their choice and get all the added benefits of an

unlocked phone. So, when anyone can get an unlocked iPhone, they will be willing to pay ANY price for it.

Save Money on International Roaming Once you unlock your iPhone with I GOT FREEDOM!, you will be

able to save money on international roaming charges. It will allow you to use the local phone service of

any country you are traveling to so you can save money with the local rates Surprise Your Family &

Friends Your friends and family will be surprised and impressed by the unlimited features of your



unlocked iPhone Utilize Your iPhone to the Fullest When you unlock your iPhone with I GOT FREEDOM!,

you will be able to fully utilize your iPhone to use it to the maximum and enjoy its hidden magic too. Enjoy

Chatting With Your Friends On The Go You will be able to unlock all the instant messengers including

Gtalk, MSN, Yahoo! and AIM, to be able to chat with your friends even without your laptop. No Need To

Pay For Calls No, you do not have to pay for long distance calls. Just install any VoIP software and enjoy

free calls on your iPhone. With I GOT FREEDOM! you will have access to all of the above benefits and

more, without losing any feature or functionality which will let you fully rock your iPhone. Nows the time to

let my existing customers speak about I GOT FREEDOM! Heres how Helpful This iPhone Jailbreaking &

Unlocking Software Has Been For My Customers! - Easy to Follow...: Hey, thanks so much. Im not a

techie but Ive unlocked my 3GS. Your instruction is easy to follow it makes the whole process easy. Linda

Johnson, New York, United States - This Is Really Cool...: Ive downloaded more than 170 Apps and 11

games in a week I now have Gameboy, video recoding, RSS, MSN and Yahoo, Genesis and Playstatioin,

and Ive switched to T-Mobile. This is really cool! Will try MMS and load more stuffs soon! Your stuff

worths tons more than what youre charging. Keep up with the great job!!! Mary Jones, Columbus, Ohio,

United States - Thank you very much for the very outstanding software: Thank you very much for the very

outstanding software. My girlfriend and I are very happy with your product. We are enjoying our iPhones

more than before this. This is a very excellent value you have given to me at this price you are selling. My

English is not perfect but I can understand and follow it successfully. So I am sure everyone else can too.

I have unlocked my iPhone 3GS and my girlfriend we are having a lot of fun now. Thank you so much. -

Yamada Ichico, Osaka, Japan - Thank You: I have downloaded a few soccer and car racing Apps, make

it my GPS, use Youtube and MSN already. Very happy! Thank you. Adalberto Russo, Milan, Lombardy,

Italy - Great stuff man: Great stuff man Absolutely brilliant! Thanks so much!!! John Smith, Bermingham,

U.K. - Thank you for the excellent software: Just wanted to thank you for the excellent software. I am

completely satisfied. Hugo Bernard, Marseille, France - Very good product...: Cydia is amazing. Now I

have WiFi, Youtube and Atari game on my phone. Very good product. Thank you. Jos Rodrigeuz, Madrid,

Spain - It helps a lot for an old man like me: The guide is very clear so it helps a lot for an old man like

me. Thank you! Jim Williams, Houston, Texas, United States - Thanks!: Works as described. Thanks!

Robert Brown, Phoenix, Arizona, United States - Super fast shipping...: Item was received instantly!

Thank you for the super fast shipping. AAA++++++++ ebayer!! Highly recommended. Dan Olson, Sun



City West, Arizona, United States Wait my offer gets even better, *if* you order I Got Freedom! right now,

you will also get a chance to grab Over $40.00 of Bonuses: (Yours Absolutely FREE!) If you order right

now you can get your hands on over $40.00 worth of Increase iPhone Fun bonuses absolutely free which

includes: Fast Action Bonus 1: More than 600 of Wallpapers. Value: $21.00 When you order I GOT

FREEDOMS! now, you will also get more than 600 of breathtaking wallpaper images ($21.00 Value) but

yours free. These wallpaper images are of superb quality and not like your regular wallpaper!! Fast Action

Bonus! More than 300 of iPhone Ringtones Value: $19.97 With your purchase of I GOT FREEDOMS!,

you will also get more than 300 of ringtones ($19.97 Value) but yours free. These ringtones are from

music, movies and songs and comes in various formats such as .m4r, .mp3 etc. - Thanks so much for

your value for money product...: I have always wanted to maximize the use of my iPhone and now my

dream has become truth. Thanks so much for your value for money product. Joo Cruz, So Paulo, Brazil

So Many Benefits and Rave Reviews What Does This Incredible iPhone Unlocking & Jail breaking

Software Costs? Okay, you might have seen other so called iPhone unlocking software on the Internet

that does not come anywhere near to mine in features and benefits yet they are very expensive. I know

you are worried about the cost of this amazing jail breaking and unlocking software. But you do not have

to The good news is I GOT FREEDOMS! wont cost you the same, half, or even a quarter of that! Yes, Im

only charging $79.99 for this awesome iPhone jail breaking and unlocking software. But wait do not order

yet. I just decided to offer it for only $19.97. It is only for today! For a very, very limited time you can buy I

GOT FREEDOMS!, along with the limited time FREE bonuses, (Valued at $40.00) for just $19.97. You

need to order right now or the price will go up soon! Fully Jailbreak & Unlock Your iPhone, or It is Free! 45

Days, 120 Percent Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back! No Questions asked! You can have 120

percent confidence in my jailbreaking and unlocking software and I know once you try I GOT

FREEDOMS! yourself, you will be completely pleased with it and even recommend it to your family and

friends. And that is why I am offering a I GOT FREEDOMS! or it is free, 45 days, 100 money back

guarantee: Order I GOT FREEDOMS! right now and try it for FULL 45 days. If it fails to jailbreak and

unlock your iPhone and does not provide you the wildest iPhone fun you can dream of or if you are

unhappy with it for ANY reason, let me know and I will send your money back Plus, I will let you keep I

GOT FREEDOMS! and the awesome bonuses (over $40.00 Value) even if you decide to take advantage

of my money back guarantee Your iPhone Cant Wait Anymore! I know you have waited for so long and



finally you can do anything you want to do with your iPhone you can have any application, any software,

any game on your iPhone So click on the order button and get your ticket to iPhone freedom now Buy it

NOW! Yours for Ultimate iPhone fun, P.S. Your dream of utilizing your iPhone fully is about to come true.

You will be enjoying your fully jail broken and unlocked iPhone on the LATEST firmware 3.1.2 when you

get this software. So, do not wait any more Order I GOT FREEDOMS! now P.P.S. Remember youre

completely protected with my 45 Days, Fully Jailbreak & Unlock Your iPhone, or Your Money Back!

Guarantee just send me an email and Ill refund your full purchase price and you can still keep the

software and all the free bonuses. Try it risk-free now - I highly recommend this to any person who wants

to jailbreak his or her iPhone...: This is a very well structured software. It took me about 11 minutes from

starting to completion. The process flow is engineered excellently. I highly recommend this to any person

who wants to jailbreak his or her iPhone. Thank you very much. Karl Mller, Berlin, Germany Now you can

buy with peace of mind.Searches:iphone unlock and jailbreak houston
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